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Chapter 2931: Smoking! 

“Congratulations, Brother Qin! From now on, the skies will be vast with brilliant prospects, the seas wide 

for fishes to leap about!” Zhou Yu’s expression was somewhat unnatural as he said. 

Merely several days ago, he and Qin Shitian were still almost on par. 

But, a few days later, the two were already the difference between a firefly and the bright moon. 

He Chen’s expression was awkward too, stepping forward to congratulate. 

Who knew that Qin Shitian’s expression turned dark, a powerful surge of soul force exploding with a 

loud bang. 

Zhou Yu and He Chen, two people, gave a muffled groan and were immediately blasted flying. 

“Dog-like things! Who the hell do the two of you think you are to be worthy of addressing me as your 

brother?” Qin Shitian immediately fell out. 

Being slapped in public, their soul bodies already sustained heavy injuries. 

Zhou Yu two people felt ashamed and resentful, but they did not dare to flare up too. They could only 

crawl to their feet again and said with a bow, “C-Congratulations, Young Emperor!” 

Ten wroughts had an extremely high status in the soul race. It was equivalent to a Great Emperor in 

reserve. 

Therefore, they were respectfully called Young Emperor. 

Qin Shitian was surly in nature. In his eyes, only people with strength similar to him were fit to call him 

as their brother. 

Previously, these two people had similar strength as him. He naturally did not think otherwise. 

But now, this ‘Brother Qin’ sounded like sarcasm to him. 

However, even if Qin Shitian was arrogant to this extent, no one dared to say anything too. 

It was just that some people who originally wanted to come forward to congratulate did not dare to 

come forward anymore. 

After all, his current strength and status were already completely different! 

Before long, Qin Shitian would definitely enter the core of the soul race and go further and further away 

from them. 

This was a heavenly figure! 

Great Emperor Westdawn’s expression was also somewhat unnatural. Coughing dryly twice, he said, 

“Martial Nephew doesn’t need to get angry. You’re currently already someone above the clouds. Why is 

there a need to stoop to their level?” 
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Woodrelease was also slightly awkward as he said, “Right, right. Toward two kids who don’t know any 

better, Martial Nephew doesn’t need to be like this.” 

Ten wroughts powerhouse was indeed the honor of Ning Lan Nirvana Soul Hall. 

But, even if it was a Great Emperor, they did not dare to easily offend one too. 

Qin Shitian gave Zhou Yu they all a slap each. How was it not slapping the two of their faces? 

But they had no choice either. 

From now on, Ning Lan Nirvana Soul Hall still needed Qin Shitian to help out. 

The present Qin Shitian had truly soared to the heavens in one bound! 

Qin Shitian gave a cold snort and said, “If not for looking on the account of two martial uncles’ faces, I’d 

definitely teach them a lesson!” 

Suddenly, he seemed to have remembered something. Looking toward Ye Yuan’s Soul Refining Furnace, 

he could not help smiling. “He thought that he could use 42 kinds of Dao fires to entrap me to death. But 

he didn’t expect that it would help me to achieve my aim, right? In the end, he himself died inside! 

Actually, 35 kinds of Dao fires, even if he can’t break through to ten wroughts, there’s no problem 

coming out.” 

Great Emperor Eastsun nodded slightly, and deeply felt that way too as he said, “Although he’s much 

worse when compared to you, he’s considered a genius too! It’s just a shame. He lost to himself.” 

Qin Shitian laughed loudly and said, “Someone who is already dead, care about him for what! From now 

on, it’s my, Qin Shitian’s, era!” 

The current Qin Shitian was full of high spirits.?Who else but me could do it? 

Those examinees no longer had the qualifications to come forward and congratulate. 

Nirvana Soul Hall’s Emperor Realm powerhouses came forward to give felicitations one after another. 

Qin Shitian became everyone’s nucleus. 

Even Great Emperor Eastsun was worse off compared to him too. 

Great Emperor Eastsun did not mind. Qin Shitian was his disciple. He could not run away. 

However, his gaze swept in the direction of the Soul Refining Furnace, and his brows could not help 

furrowing slightly. 

This was because he saw the 34th kind of Dao fire descending! 

“Eh,?strange, logically speaking, Ye Yuan is dead. Shouldn’t the Soul Refining Furnace’s Dao fires be 

extinguished? Why is the Dao fire still increasing?” 

By the side, when Westdawn and the rest heard Great Emperor Eastsun’s words, they were extremely 

surprised, looking over one after another. 

Inside the Soul Refining Furnace, Ye Yuan’s soul body had already completely disappeared. 



Therefore, everyone thought that he was already dead. 

But the 34th kind of Dao fire had truly descended! 

“Could it be that he’s not dead yet?” 

“How is that possible? His soul body has already completely dissipated. He’s clearly completely dead 

already!” 

“But how do you explain why the Dao fires in the Soul Refining Furnace haven’t gone out yet?” 

“There wouldn’t be some problem with the Soul Refining Furnace, right?” 

… … 

A phenomenon that they could not explain appeared. 

Even the few Great Emperors were very perplexed too. 

“Brother Eastsun, is there something wrong with the Soul Refining Furnace? Why don’t you cast a spell 

to interrupt the Soul Refining Furnace, let the Dao fires extinguish,” Great Emperor Westdawn said. 

As the hall master, he naturally had the authority to control these Soul Refining Furnace projections. 

When Eastsun heard that, he nodded his head and fired out one soul seal after another. 

However, in the next moment, Ye Yuan’s Soul Refining Furnace suddenly erupted with a dazzling light. 

Great Emperor Eastsun gave a muffled groan, his entire person falling several steps back in a row. His 

soul body became much more illusory too. Clearly, he had sustained considerable injuries. 

The other people’s expressions changed one after another. 

“What’s wrong, Brother Eastsun?” Westdawn asked. 

Great Emperor Eastsun shook his head and said, “I don’t know. The Soul Refining Furnace has already 

broken away from my control. It gave me a backlash just now!” 

Westdawn’s pupils constricted, and he said in astonishment, “How is this possible! You’re the hall 

master. You have the authority to control the Soul Refining Furnace!” 

Great Emperor Eastsun smiled bitterly and said, “Now, it’s no longer what I can control! It can only 

depend on when the Soul Refining Furnace stops by itself. But I hope that nothing bad happens.” 

Everyone started to panic. 

Now, something that even the hall master could not control had appeared! 

Qin Shitian’s expression was somewhat ugly. 

This Ye Yuan really left no peace even after he died! 

I’m a ten wroughts powerhouse now. Being Lord Young Emperor is right when one is like the noonday 

sun. Shouldn’t I be enjoying everyone’s admiration? 



But all these were ruined by Ye Yuan! 

Rumble?… 

Suddenly, the Soul Refining Furnace started trembling intensely, as if it might explode at any time. 

Everyone’s faces changed again, staring at the Soul Refining Furnace with vigilance looks. 

Unknown things always made people afraid. 

Very soon, four hours passed, the 44th kind of Dao fire descended! 

Hence, the Soul Refining Furnace’s trembling became even more intense. 

The current Soul Refining Furnace was like a machine that would never rest. Nobody could stop it. 

45th kind, 46th kind, 47th kind, 48th kind, 49th kind! 

In a twinkle, it was another day! 

When the last Dao fire descended, the entire Soul Refining Furnace seemed to be boiling. 

The cover on top of the furnace was actually going to be pushed off. 

Everyone exchanged glances, feeling like the Soul Refining Furnace was about to explode. 

“This … What’s going on here?” 

“This Ye Yuan is also formidable, already dead and he can still cause new problems!” 

“This guy wouldn’t have triggered some secret mechanism to blow this Nirvana Soul Hall up, right? I feel 

that with this power, once it blows up, none of us can run away!” 

“Quickly look! The Soul Refining Furnace is emitting smoke! Wafts of hot air are actually emerging from 

the Soul Refining Furnace! Could it be that Ye Yuan was refined into smoke?” 

… … 

At this time, large quantities of cloud and mist emerged from the Soul Refining Furnace, looking 

extremely like water boiling. 

Great Emperor Eastsun’s entire body trembled, his eyes revealing a look of astonishment as he cried out 

in alarm, “That … That wouldn’t be … wouldn’t be …” 
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Chapter 2932: Strongest Soul Physique! 

Many people did not understand why Great Emperor Eastsun would lose composure like this. 

Even when Qin Shitian broke through to ten wroughts earlier, they did not see him so shocked either. 

What did this smoking represent? 

But Westdawn and Woodrelease, two Great Emperors, seemed to have realized something. Their 

expressions immediately became fascinating. 
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“You’re saying, that … that’s the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique? This … This is impossible, right?” 

Westdawn said. 

Great Emperor Eastsun drew a deep breath and said, “Otherwise, how do you explain why the Dao fires 

are still descending? There’s no mistake. It’s definitely the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique!” 

Not far away, Qin Shitian’s pupils constricted, and he exploded at once, exclaiming, “What?! Could 

Master be talking about … Hegemon Imperishable’s Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique?” 

Eastsun nodded and said, “Otherwise, can there still be a second Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique?” 

Hang on, didn’t a second one appear now? 

With this, everyone was shocked, and the entire place burst out into an uproar. 

“One of the three great Hegemons, Hegemon Imperishable? What Ye Yuan awakened is the same soul 

physique as him?” 

“Doesn’t that mean that Ye Yuan might very likely corroborate his Dao as a supreme in the future?” 

“Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique! It’s also called Imperishable Soul Physique! The reason why Hegemon 

Imperishable got his name is because his soul physique is too strong and can’t be killed at all! Could it be 

that … Ye Yuan is the same as him?” 

“This … This is impossible, right? How did it suddenly … Then wouldn’t Qin Shitian become a joke?” 

… … 

Soul race’s three great Hegemons, Hegemon Imperishable, Hegemon Samsara, as well as Hegemon 

Heavenly Soul! 

Hegemon Samsara and Hegemon Heavenly Soul were both Chaos Hegemons that the Qi Soul Clan gave 

birth to. 

Meanwhile, Hegemon Imperishable was the strongest Hegemon that the Nirvanic Soul Clan gave birth 

to! 

This so-called strongest Hegemon was not the strongest in the world, but he was the strongest across all 

the heavens! 

Hegemon Cloudmount’s strength was extremely formidable, but he could not rank in the top three in 

the human race at all. 

But Hegemon Imperishable was one of the strongest three Hegemons in the entire soul race! 

Now, Ye Yuan awakened the same soul physique as him. Everyone’s shock could be imagined. 

This kind of soul physique was too strong! 

Could not be killed no matter how you tried to kill the person; this kind of soul physique could be rated 

as freakish. 

No matter how exceedingly formidable your means, if you can’t kill the opponent, how would you play? 



Although both Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique and ten wroughts were hailed as being unkillable, the 

level was completely different! 

Ten wroughts could be killed. 

But up to this point, out of the Hegemons in all the heavens, no one could kill Hegemon Imperishable 

yet! 

Qin Shitian stared fixedly at that smoking Soul Refining Furnace, his eyes full of unwillingness. 

How was this possible? 

Ten wroughts was not the final form of the soul body. 

Above ten wroughts, with the meeting of karmic fate, the soul race would awaken all kinds of powerful 

soul physiques that had attributes. 

Such as Hegemon Heaven Subduer from 30 thousand years ago, he awakened the powerful Tyrant 

Heaven Soul Physique, also achieving his unmatched and awe-inspiring reputation. 

But, for countless years, there had been many soul physiques that the soul race awakened. But, not one 

could surpass the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique! 

And ever since Hegemon Imperishable, no one could awaken the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique 

anymore. 

This soul physique was too hard to awaken! 

Therefore, up until now, the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique was also publicly recognized as the most 

difficult soul physique to awaken in the soul race! 

Not one of! 

However, today, Ye Yuan actually awakened it! The significance was extraordinary! 

After the shock, Great Emperor Eastsun’s face was full of an agitated expression. 

If a genius who awakened the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique appeared in the Ning Lan Nirvana Soul 

Hall, this was absolutely tremendous glory! 

As the saying went, When one man attained Dao, his fowls and dogs ascended to heaven too. 

What did a mere ten wroughts count for, when compared to the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique? 

Seeing Great Emperor Eastsun’s expression, Qin Shitian felt like he had incredibly bad luck. 

He naturally understood what Great Emperor Eastsun was thinking. An object was valued in proportion 

to its rarity. If Ye Yuan was really of the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique, that would be the Ning Lan 

Nirvana Soul Hall’s pride. 

As for him, concerning his ten wroughts soul body, he was no longer important. He could only scoot 

over to one side! 

But, the important thing now was that, did Ye Yuan really awaken the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique? 



“Master, the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique is the strongest in the world! Countless tens of thousands 

of years have already passed. How can it possibly suddenly appear? In my view, even if Ye Yuan 

awakened a special soul physique, it’s impossible for it to be the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique too!” 

Qin Shitian said. 

Great Emperor Eastsun was taken aback, but he reacted to it very quickly too. 

Yeah, how could the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique be so easy to awaken? 

The 33 Heavens had already existed for God knows how many years. 

But for so many years, only one Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique appeared! 

The other soul physiques, no matter how long the interval, it had all appeared once before. 

Only this Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique did not. 

As for the Qi Soul Clan’s soul physiques, that was born from chaos. It was totally different from the 

Nirvanic Soul Clan. 

Great Emperor Eastsun’s brows furrowed, and he said, “But his current form is virtually identical with 

the legendary Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique!” 

Qin Shitian smiled coldly and said, “Our soul race presently has thousands of soul physiques recorded! 

After so many years, there have been special soul physiques that appeared non-stop too. Perhaps, the 

soul physique that Ye Yuan awakened is just similar to the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique? Or, even if 

his soul physique really has attributes like the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique, it might be worlds apart 

compared to the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique? How can Hegemon Imperishable emerge so easily?” 

The moment everyone heard,?yeah! 

These countless years, god knows how many soul race Hegemon Realm powerhouses had been born, 

and a large batch had fallen too. 

But the ones who stood firmly and indomitably at the summit of Hegemons were the three great 

Hegemons! 

The Nirvanic Soul Clan also wanted to give birth to another powerhouse that could rival the three great 

Hegemons. 

However, they did not! 

Qin Shitian’s words splashed down their heads like a basin of cold water. 

Great Emperor Eastsun nodded and said, “What Shitian said is right! However, carry on looking and we’ll 

die!” 

Amidst the discussions, the Soul Refining Furnace’s trembling became fiercer and fierce. The mist also 

grew thicker and thicker. 

Finally four hours’ time was up. 

Boom! 



A loud boom could be heard. The Soul Refining Furnace exploded with a loud bang, fragmenting into 

pieces. 

Dozens of Dao fire scattered everywhere! 

The thick mist teemed the entire space. 

Everyone’s expression changed wildly! 

The three Great Emperors’ expressions turned intent, taking action at the same time, extinguishing 

these Dao fires. 

The mist started to slowly gather and actually transformed into Ye Yuan’s figure in the end. 

“Hiss …” 

Everyone drew a breath of cold air. 

“He really didn’t die! Furthermore, this is virtually identical to the legendary Enshrouding Mist Soul 

Physique!” 

“Could it be that after Hegemon Imperishable, a second Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique is really going 

to be born?” 

“Originally, I thought that Ye Yuan was just a stepping stone. Only now do I know that he’s a sky-

scraping pillar!” 

… … 

In the Nirvana Soul Hall, cries of exclamations sounded out. 

No one could have thought that a simple test would develop into such an explosive situation in the end. 

First, it was Qin Shitian breaking through to ten wroughts, and then it was Ye Yuan giving birth to the 

strongest soul physique! 

Ye Yuan’s gaze landed on Qin Shitian, and he could not help saying with some surprise,?“Eh??I didn’t 

expect that you really broke through the 42 kinds of chaos Dao fires! Looks like your talent is indeed 

pretty good!” 

Everyone’s faces revealed extremely strange looks, looking toward Qin Shitian one after another. 

The latter’s face already became a horse’s face. 

Why did this sound so sarcastic? 

I’m called pretty good talent, then what are you called? 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2933: Test! 

“Ye Yuan, your soul physique hasn’t been confirmed as the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique, and you’re 

already this impatient to want to humiliate me? Be careful that you slap your own face!” 
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Qin Shitian felt a strong humiliation and immediately retorted. 

He did not believe that Ye Yuan really awakened the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique! 

Ye Yuan was stunned and said, “Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique? You’re saying that the soul physique I 

awakened is the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique?” 

Qin Shitian smiled coldly and said, “Not confirmed yet! It’s just that looking at it on the surface, it’s very 

alike. That’s all! The Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique is the number one soul physique. How can it be 

what you can awaken?” 

Ye Yuan suddenly saw the light and said with a smile that was not a smile, “Oh, so that’s how it is! No 

wonder your reaction is so big. It turns out that you turned angry from embarrassment!” 

“You!” 

Qin Shitian nearly spewed out a mouthful of old blood. 

Don’t comment if you saw through it! This guy was really detestable! 

By the side, Zhou Yu and He Chen felt like their frustrations were vented, secretly satisfied to the 

extreme. 

At this point, they could not bear the sight of Qin Shitian’s face anymore as well. 

Since he came to the soul race, Ye Yuan had naturally heard Cloudmount and Mi Tian talk about this 

Nirvanic Soul Clan’s number one soul physique before. 

It was just that he himself also did not expect that the soul physique he awakened now was actually 

suspected to be the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique! 

Didn’t that mean that this half-divided soul of his had hopes of reaching Hegemon Imperishable’s level? 

“No matter whether or not what Ye Yuan awakened is the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique, it’s also 

much stronger than ten wroughts! Shitian, how are you speaking to Lord Young Hegemon? Why haven’t 

you apologized?!” Right at this time, Great Emperor Eastsun gave Qin Shitian a deadly blow. 

Qin Shitian’s face was embarrassed to the extreme. 

He did not expect that the one who put him on the spot was actually his own master! 

This face-change was really faster than flipping a book! 

However, in Great Emperor Eastsun’s view, his disciple’s face was clearly not important. 

The important thing was the Ning Lan Nirvana Soul Hall’s future! 

Originally, to the three great hall masters, a ten wroughts soul body was absolutely a genius that made 

them value greatly. 

But now, with Ye Yuan, Qin Shitian had become nothing. 

Young Emperor, Young Hegemon; the difference of one word, but the difference was akin to heaven and 

earth! 



Young Hegemon, that was a genius with extremely high hopes of stepping into Hegemon Realm! 

The status was more than a level stronger than Young Emperor! 

Zhou Yu and He Chen, two people who were really satisfied to the extremely currently. 

Truly instant karma! 

Just a day ago, Qin Shitian swept their faces to the ground with the status of Young Emperor. 

But now, Ye Yuan made Qin Shitian unable to raise his head with the identity of Young Hegemon! 

Furthermore, Qin Shitian flaunted his prowess himself. 

But now, it was Great Emperor Eastsun, his own master, who personally slapped his face! 

“Yes! Qin Shitian affronted Lord Young Hegemon. Please pardon my crime!” Qin Shitian gnashed his 

teeth in hatred and said. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Qin Shitian, it seems like right when we entered the hall entrance assessment, 

you have constantly been offending me. Why? Want to casually brush it off with a word?” 

Qin Shitian’s eyes turned black, wishing to find a hole in the ground to burrow into. 

Right from the beginning, he had been posturing in front of Ye Yuan. 

Originally, he thought that he could take Ye Yuan down in the first round. But who could have thought 

that Ye Yuan actually cleared the stage in five breaths! 

Originally thought that in the second round, it was already very impressive that he made it to the 

seventh segment. In the end, Ye Yuan cleared the stage again unhurriedly! 

Originally thought that in the third round, he reached the heaven-defying ten wroughts. He could finally 

posture, right? 

Who knew that Ye Yuan actually awakened a special soul physique? Furthermore, it was even suspected 

to be the number one soul physique, the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique! 

From start to end, he was just a joke! 

“W-What do you want?” Qin Shitian’s expression changed as he said. 

But Ye Yuan looked toward Great Emperor Eastsun and said with a smile, “Lord Hall Master, I wonder if 

there’s any problem if I want to exterminate him now?” 

Great Emperor Eastsun hesitated for a moment and said, “Lord Young Hegemon, Shitian is this seat’s 

disciple in the end. Can you let him off?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Lord Hall Master, how about this? You all haven’t confirmed yet, whether or 

not I’m of the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique, right? I think that Qin Shitian is also unconvinced by me, 

this so-called Young Hegemon. Why don’t I have a fair fight with him to determine life and death? How 

about it?” 



Eastsun smiled bitterly and said, “Lord Young Hegemon has already awakened a special soul physique. 

Even if it isn’t the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique, Shitian isn’t a match either.” 

Ye Yuan said, “Therefore, that’s why I said a fair fight! Within ten moves, he can go all out. I won’t make 

any resistance! If he can kill me, that will show that I, this so-called Imperishable Soul Physique, am 

naturally unworthy of the title. After ten moves, if he can’t kill me, then I’ll make a move. How about it?” 

“This … ” 

“Okay! I agree!” 

When Eastsun was still hesitating, Qin Shitian himself agreed to it. 

Even until now, he also did not believe that Ye Yuan really awakened the Enshrouding Mist Soul 

Physique. 

This was considered to have been decided on it. 

Great Emperor Eastsun could not come forward to intervene too. 

Everyone moved aside, creating an open space. In the center of the field, there was just Ye Yuan and Qin 

Shitian. 

The confrontation between a ten wroughts soul body and a suspected Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique 

also aroused everyone’s great interest. 

This kind of showdown was hard to come across in a million years! 

“If Ye Yuan isn’t of the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique, the ten wroughts Qin Shitian might really have a 

possibility of killing him! I feel that Ye Yuan is too confident. How can the Enshrouding Mist Soul 

Physique be so easy to awaken?” 

“Heard that Qin Shitian mastered several killing moves in the Scarlet Drill Battlefield! Now that he has 

achieved ten wroughts, even if an Emperor Realm powerhouse is standing there, he has the confidence 

to kill him too!” 

“However, if Ye Yuan is really of the Imperishable Soul Physique, then it will really shake the entire soul 

race!” 

… … 

With regards to Ye Yuan’s soul physique, there was more skepticism. 

Because the legendary Imperishable Soul Physique was seriously too hard to give birth to. 

Since time immemorial, God knew how many geniuses had attempted to awaken this Imperishable Soul 

Physique and failed to succeed. 

Therefore, more still felt pessimistic about Ye Yuan. 

Not moving for ten moves was sufficient to let Qin Shitian kill Ye Yuan. 



Ye Yuan naturally would not be foolish enough to seek death. In reality, he could feel that his soul 

physique was very extraordinary. 

Previously, when he transformed into mist, that sort of form was very miraculous. 

It was as if nothing could make him completely die. 

That sort of power rooted at the bottom of his heart! 

Qin Shitian looked at Ye Yuan and said with a cold smile, “Ye Yuan, you just quietly pray that you’re of 

the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique! Otherwise, you’ll definitely die beyond doubt within ten moves!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Make your move; you really talk a lot of crap!” 

Qin Shitian’s expression turned cold. Suddenly, his soul force erupted crazily. 

Under ten wroughts, his soul force almost turned corporeal! 

Countless black stars surrounded Ye Yuan tightly! 

Zhou Yu’s expression changed, and he cried out in shock, “Star Soul Explosion! This is the killing move 

that Qin Shitian comprehended himself, it has boundless power! When he was at the middle True 

Sovereign Heaven Realm, he had once used this move to surprise attack, killing a human half-step 

Emperor Realm before! Now, he’s already ten wroughts. Ye Yuan isn’t guarding against him, unless …” 

Unless Ye Yuan was of the Imperishable Soul Physique, he would definitely die without a doubt! 

Even if he had a special soul physique, it would not do either! 

Zhou Yu clearly understood Qin Shitian very well. So he did not expect that the moment Qin Shitian 

made his move, it was such a swift and fierce killing move. 

Furthermore, looking at his appearance, he was already going all out! 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Countless star souls exploded in front of Ye Yuan, releasing incomparably terrifying soul force 

undulations. 

Ye Yuan’s soul body was bombarded until it became extremely distorted! 
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Chapter 2934: The Powerful Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique! 

“Explode! Explode! Explode!” 

Qin Shitian’s soul force poured out frenziedly, and one Star Soul Explosion after another exploded next 

to Ye Yuan. 

But, apart from his body being a little distorted, Ye Yuan did not show the slightest signs of dissipating. 

Qin Shitian’s heart was wildly shaking. Could it be that this guy was really of the Enshrouding Mist Soul 

Physique? 
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“Ten wroughts, our genius only has this bit of strength? If it’s just this bit of strength, you aren’t even 

qualified to make me turn into mist form!” 

Amidst the Soul Star Explosions came Ye Yuan’s ridiculing voice. 

At this time, he felt the power of the soul body! 

Got to say, Qin Shitian’s attack was already extremely strong. 

If an Emperor Realm powerhouse did not defend in the slightest, allowing Qin Shitian to cast his spell as 

he wished, he would also have to die with regrets at this time. 

But Ye Yuan did not even utilize soul force at all, and Qin Shitian could not breach his soul body too. 

This soul physique’s toughness was terrifyingly strong! 

Finally, Qin Shitian suddenly rescinded his move. 

The first move, he lost! 

Ye Yuan’s soul body recovered back to new. It was as if nothing had happened just now. 

With this, everyone was shocked! 

Even Great Emperor Eastsun felt the power of Ye Yuan’s soul body too. 

This kind of toughness, even if it was ten wroughts, it was impossible to achieve it too. 

“I absolutely don’t believe that you can awaken the Imperishable Soul Physique!” 

Qin Shitian virtually roared it out, the soul force on his body skyrocketing once more! 

The killing move that erupted this time was even stronger than Star Soul Explosion! 

It was just that sadly, he was still unable to hurt Ye Yuan. 

Qin Shitian had a lot of means. He unleashed nine moves in a row, each move stronger than the last. 

It was just that sadly, Ye Yuan’s soul physique was like a roly-poly. No matter how strong your means, 

you could not knock him down too. 

Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique, the strongest form was to turn into mist. 

But Qin Shitian unleashed nine moves in a row, and Ye Yuan did not even release his mist form at all. 

The Nirvana Soul Hall’s powerhouses were shocked. 

“So strong! Is … this the Imperishable Soul Physique?” 

“There’s no weakness to exploit at all! Qin Shitian’s ten wroughts soul body coupled with killing moves 

can virtually rival Emperor Realm powerhouses already. But it’s actually unable to even make him use 

the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique!” 

“Such a freakish soul body, who can kill him?” 



… … 

It was not that Qin Shitian was not wrong, but that Qin Shitian was too strong! 

It was precisely because he was strong until it was shocking that it showed the Enshrouding Mist Soul 

Physique’s power even more! 

At this time, they already pretty much believed that what Ye Yuan awakened was probably really the 

Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique. 

Nine moves failed, while Qin Shitian himself was dog-tired. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “There’s still one move. If you still can’t kill me, I’m going to make a move.” 

Qin Shitian clenched his jaws hard and said in a solemn voice, “Ye Yuan, don’t you get cocky! This tenth 

move, I’ll definitely make you regret it! Speaking of which, I have to thank you too. If not for you, I also 

wouldn’t have achieved mastery through comprehensive study of my previous killing moves, 

comprehending this sub-origin soul martial move!” 

It was only to see a bright moon slowly rising in Qin Shitian’s hand. 

The aura of Dao filled the entire space. 

When everyone saw this scene, each of them was extremely shocked. 

“Sub-origin soul martial! This is the embryonic form of an origin soul martial!” 

“How can this guy be so monstrous? Once he reaches Emperor Sakra Heaven, this move will be able to 

transform into an origin soul martial.” 

“As long as he’s given time, he’ll definitely be able to become Hegemon!” 

… … 

When human race powerhouses comprehended the power of origin, they would create divine abilities. 

Meanwhile, what soul race powerhouses comprehended was origin soul martials! 

Qin Shitian had not comprehended an origin yet. It was naturally impossible to comprehend an origin 

soul martial. 

But the sub-origin soul martial this time already touched the level of Dao. Comprehending origin in the 

future was just taking something out of his bag. 

Being able to reach this step at True Sovereign Heaven, Qin Shitian was absolutely a genius among 

geniuses already. 

Hence, that was why people would be so surprised. 

The hall entrance assessment this time was really where developments of many things kept reaching 

new heights, all kinds of surprises emerging in endless streams! 

Ye Yuan felt the extraordinariness of this move too and said with a smile, “This move is a little 

interesting!” 



Qin Shitian smiled coldly and said, “A little interesting? Ye Yuan, I admit that your soul physique is very 

powerful. But the final victory will definitely be me! Moon Akin to Frost, annihilate for me!” 

There was no earth-shaking soul force undulation. Under the moonlight, the frost was akin to silver, 

cascading down, covering Ye Yuan’s soul body fully. 

This time, Ye Yuan’s soul body finally had a change! 

His soul body actually started to disintegrate and dissipate! 

When everyone saw this scene, each one of them was extremely shocked. 

Qin Shitian actually really did it! 

The current Ye Yuan seemed to have been decomposed into billions of pixels, his soul body shattering 

into pieces. 

Sub-origin soul martial already came into contact with Soul Dao Origin, it had boundless power. 

But very soon, those fragmented pieces of soul body actually started to turn into mist. 

A cloud of mist began to emerge. 

The misty air did not dissipate but headed towards that bright moon. 

The frost was still raining down, but under the propulsion of the misty air, it did not have any leeway to 

resist at all. 

Boom! 

Suddenly, the bright moon dissipated. Qin Shitian gave a muffled groan, his soul body becoming much 

dimmer too. 

Following that, the mist condensed again, turning into Ye Yuan. 

Qin Shitian’s expression was ugly to the extreme. 

He lost! 

Completely defeated! 

His Moon Akin to Frost had already touched origin, but it was still unable to do anything to Ye Yuan. 

“This move is decent, but it’s also merely just decent. That’s all. I don’t know whether or not my soul 

physique is the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique, but I think it’s sufficient to deal with this move of yours. 

Then, following that, it’s my turn to make a move!” 

Ye Yuan looked straight at Qin Shitian and just did so, looking. 

How could Qin Shitian be willing to surrender without resistance? He was even waiting to make a move 

and fight back. 

But he suddenly discovered that he could not move anymore. 

His consciousness began to blur. 



His soul body began to dissipate. 

All around, each and every one of the Nirvana Soul Hall’s powerhouses felt their hair stand on end. 

Ye Yuan just looked at Qin Shitian like this and did not even see him make any movements at all. 

Just one look, Qin Shitian’s ten wroughts soul body began to dissipate! 

Everyone drew a breath of cold air. That was a ten wroughts soul body! 

The legendary ten wroughts actually could not even beat a single look? 

“ARGHH!!” 

Qin Shitian let out a miserable scream, but his voice became weaker and weaker, turning into 

nothingness in the end. 

The entire Nirvana Soul Hall was quiet until the sound of a pin dropping could be heard. 

“Lord Hall Master, tell me, is this soul physique of mine the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique or not?” Ye 

Yuan asked Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique rather curiously. 

Actually, until now, he also did not dare to confirm whether or not it was the Enshrouding Mist Soul 

Physique. 

The latter was startled. Only then he returned to his senses and said with a bitter smile, “This, this seat 

really doesn’t know. Hegemon Imperishable, that’s a figure in the heavens. This seat has no way of 

knowing about the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique’s characteristics too. It’s just that judging from the 

form, it’s indeed exactly like in the legends!” 

He drew a deep breath and said, “This matter is by no means insignificant. Lord Young Hegemon should 

cultivate in the Nirvanic Soul Hall. This seat will immediately send the news back to the clan and request 

the powerhouses in the clan to confirm.” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Alright. Then I’ll have to trouble Lord Hall Master.” 

Watching Ye Yuan leave, everyone’s hearts were still incredibly shocked. 

No matter whether or not Ye Yuan was of the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique, the strength of this soul 

physique was hair-raisingly strong! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2935: Digging Your Own Grave! 

In the passageway, light shone. 

Two figures slowly walked out of the passageway. 

“Eastsun leads Ning Lan Nirvana Soul Hall and pays respect to Lord Cloudneon! Paying respect to Young 

Hegemon Feng Rui!” Eastsun led Westdawn and the rest to bow to the two people. 

The arrival was a woman who was peerlessly beautiful with an extraordinary temperament. 

Meanwhile, the youth behind her had an arrogant and unyielding look on his face. 
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These Great Emperors in front of him seemed to be utterly worthless in his eyes. 

Cloudneon nodded slightly and said, “Brother Eastsun has trained a lot.” 

Eastsun repeated that he did not dare. 

In the crowd, Ye Yuan sized Cloudneon up with interest. 

He heard that this woman was hailed as one of the few people closest to Hegemon Realm in the soul 

race. 

In the soul race, her status was extraordinary. 

She seemed to be a heavenly fairy amidst the group of powerhouses, unable to be touched. 

Arriving at Nirvana Soul Hall, the group of people sat down according to guest and host. 

Cloudneon saw the Ye Yuan in the crowd with a glance and was rippleless like an ancient well as she 

said, “Is the one that’s suspected to be Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique that you talked about, him?” 

Eastsun said, “Lord Cloudneon’s eyes are like torches. He’s Ye Yuan!” 

“Master, don’t need to look anymore. It must be a Pseudo Imperishable Soul Physique too! These guys 

from the outside world like to kick up a big fuss when they see a special soul physique every few 

thousand or tens of thousands of years. They don’t know that our Imperishable Soul Domain will have a 

special soul physique appear every 80 or 100 years. God knows how many Pseudo Imperishable Soul 

Physiques such as this have already appeared. Do these country bumpkins really think that Ancestor 

Imperishable’s soul physique is what everyone can awaken?” Feng Rui said with a disdainful look. 

The moment these words came out, everyone present was extremely shocked. 

Every 80 to 100 years, a special soul physique would emerge? 

This rate was also too high, right? 

Didn’t that mean that in the Imperishable Soul Domain, geniuses like Ye Yuan were everywhere? 

They discovered that Feng Rui’s one sentence already subverted their worldview! 

When Feng Rui saw their expressions, he had a disdainful look as he said, “What do 80 to 100 years 

count for? In the recent ten years, Imperishable Soul Domain gave birth to seven special soul physiques! 

There was even one that’s second only to Ancestor Imperishable’s Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique!” 

Everyone stared dumbfoundedly. Even Great Emperor Eastsun had a stunned look too. 

Were special soul physiques so worthless? 

In reality, they all, these Nirvana Soul Halls’ hall masters, knew extremely little about the Imperishable 

Soul Domain’s matters too. 

Without special circumstances, they did not have the qualifications to enter the Imperishable Soul 

Domain. 

They were merely tools that the Imperishable Soul Domain used to rule the world. 



Ning Lan Nirvana Soul Hall was short on talents, so they were marginalized even more. They knew 

absolutely nothing about the Imperishable Soul Domain’s matters. 

“But … But Hegemon Heaven Subduer he …” 

“Heh,?do you all really think that Hegemon Heaven Subduer could corroborate his Dao and become a 

Hegemon Realm just by relying on his soul physique? If Hegemon Realm was so easy, Master would 

have long stepped into Hegemon Realm!” Feng Rui said with a cold smile. 

Cloudneon said coolly, “Feng Rui isn’t bluffing you guys. Special soul physiques are indeed nothing in the 

Imperishable Soul Domain. Of course, soul physiques had weak ones and strong ones. Hegemon Heaven 

Subduer’s Tyrant Heaven Soul Physique is indeed extremely strong, that’s how it could help him step 

into Hegemon Realm. But the weak ones aren’t even as good as ten wroughts!” 

Cloudneon did not say too much. Clearly, she felt that even if they knew these things, it was useless too. 

These words seemed to have opened another door for everyone. 

Only then did they know that it turned out soul physiques still had so many things involved. 

It was just that special soul physiques were extremely far away from them to begin with. 

As for Hegemon Realm and whatnot, it was even further beyond reach. 

At this time, Great Emperor Eastsun let out a slight sigh in his heart. He no longer harbored any hopes 

that Ye Yuan was of the Imperishable Soul Physique. 

They already said that this kind of pseudo soul physique was plentiful. 

“So that’s how it is. Eastsun has received the teachings. However, Ye Yuan killed a ten wroughts 

powerhouse with just one look. His soul physique shouldn’t be weak, right?” Eastsun said. 

“Pffft!” 

Feng Rui could not resist laughing and said, “Does a mere ten wroughts from your outside world count 

as some powerhouse too? Just a thought is enough for me to kill a ten wroughts! Kid, display your soul 

physique and let Master take a look. As long as it isn’t a trash soul physique, you can go with us.” 

That attitude was just like coming to put on a monkey show. Ye Yuan’s brows could not refrain from 

furrowing. 

When Eastsun saw Ye Yuan frowning, he urged, “Ye Yuan, hurry up and display your soul physique. What 

are you still in a daze for? Lord Cloudneon has arrived. This is a rare opportunity!” 

Ye Yuan still remained silent. 

When Feng Rui saw the situation, he smiled coldly and said, “Put away that pitiful pride of yours! The 

more powerful the soul physique, the weaker the pseudo soul physique tends to be! If there are no 

accidents, you should be of the trashiest low-grade yellow rank soul physique! Gave you face and you 

still refused it! Don’t blame me for not warning you. With how you are, if you go to the Imperishable 

Soul Domain, apart from being beaten to death by people, there are no other paths to take!” 



Ye Yuan still did not speak. He looked toward Great Emperor Cloudneon. 

Great Emperor Cloudneon said coolly, “Rumors often tend to be false. You’d best display it.” 

At this time, Ye Yuan opened his mouth and said, “I wonder what rank Young Hegemon Feng Rui’s soul 

physique is?” 

Feng Rui snickered and said proudly, “I knew that you’d ask this! Listen up. Don’t piss your pants in fear! 

Soul physiques are divided into heaven, earth, mystic, and yellow, four ranks. Each rank is further 

divided into upper, middle, and low, three grades. This young hegemon’s snickering is of the middle-

grade heaven rank!” 

The moment these words came out, the Nirvana Soul Hall instantly exploded. 

Only at this time did they know that the disparity between special soul physiques was actually so great! 

The division of soul physiques did not spread to the outside world. 

It was because to the outside world, there was no need at all. 

This time, everyone in the Nirvana Soul Hall finally broadened their knowledge. 

However, what amazed them even more was that Feng Rui’s grade was actually so high! 

“Sigh,?we even thought that Ye Yuan was already the soul race’s number one genius! It turns out that it 

was us who were ignorant and ill-informed!” 

“Yeah, Ye Yuan is somewhat bringing disgrace on his own head.” 

“Imperishable Soul Domain’s geniuses are indeed not what we can imagine!” 

… … 

At this time, they no longer harbored any hopes about Ye Yuan. 

Previously, they thought that Ye Yuan’s soul physique was one of a kind. Furthermore, he killed Qin 

Shitian with one move. It naturally had a possibility of being the Imperishable Soul Physique. 

But looking at it now, it was virtually certain that it was the Pseudo Imperishable Soul Physique. 

Furthermore, it was even a trash soul physique! 

But Ye Yuan was aloof and indifferent, and he said coolly, “Is that so? Since Young Hegemon Feng is so 

formidable, then there’s no harm in verifying whether or not my soul physique is really trash.” 

Didn’t you want to play monkey? 

Then, come down and play together! 

When have I, Ye Yuan, been scared of anyone before? 

Even if it was a Pseudo Imperishable Soul Physique, so what? 

Feng Rui’s gaze turned cold, and he said, “Boy, although you’re a trash soul physique, and it’s nothing in 

the Imperishable Soul Domain either. But awakening a soul physique in the outside world isn’t an easy 



matter after all! Letting this young hegemon come and verify, you probably can’t afford to bear the 

consequences!” 

Ye Yuan was provoking his majesty as Young Hegemon! 

Furthermore, he, Feng Rui, was an Emperor Realm powerhouse! 

A mere ant dared to provoke his dignity too! 

Ye Yuan just said coolly, “Relax. I can afford to bear it! Young Hegemon Feng, please make a move!” 

Feng Rui gave a cold laugh and said, “Very well, since you’re digging your own grave, then this young 

hegemon will send you off!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2936: Nothing More Than This! 

“This Ye Yuan is also too lacking in judgment!” 

“Barely managed to awaken a soul physique, even if it’s a trash soul physique, it’s better than nothing 

too!” 

“This guy actually went to provoke an Emperor Realm powerhouse. Furthermore, it’s even a super 

genius among Emperor Realm powerhouses. Isn’t this digging his own grave?” 

… … 

When everyone saw that Ye Yuan was so stubborn, they shook their heads endlessly. 

They could not stand Feng Rui’s haughtiness too. 

But, so what if they could not bear the sight of it? 

Feng Rui and Qin Shitian were on completely different levels! 

Feng Rui was a true heaven’s chosen! 

Although it sounded unpleasant, what he said was right. This group of people was all bumpkins. 

How can Feng Rui, this middle-grade heaven rank soul physique, plus Emperor Realm strength, be what 

you, a measly little True Sovereign Heaven, can provoke? 

“Master, since this ant-like thing is provoking me, there shouldn’t be any problem with me beating him 

to death, right?” Feng Rui cupped his fists and said. 

Cloudneon still had the appearance of an ancient well without any ripples and said coolly, “No problem.” 

Her words carried overweening arrogance and disdain. 

In her eyes, Ye Yuan was merely an unimportant ant. That was all. 

Trampling him to death was quite acceptable. 

With regards to this kind of despise, Ye Yuan had experienced god knows how many. 
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He was naturally furious in his heart, but he would not show it on his face either. That would show a 

flaw. 

The only way to shut these people up was to be stronger than them! 

Feng Rui grinned, looking like he was itching for a fight as he floated down. 

“Outside world’s genius, you might not know the gap between the outside world and the Imperishable 

Soul Domain. Today, this young hegemon will let you understand that you’re merely mundane! 

Whatever rubbish pride of a genius, you aren’t worthy of possessing such a thing!” Feng Rui had a 

deprecating look as he said. 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance and said coolly, “I’m very adept in making idiots like you shut up! Stop talking 

rubbish and bring it on.” 

Feng Rui’s pupils constricted, a divine soul attack already arriving. 

Ye Yuan could kill a ten wroughts with one glance. He could naturally kill Ye Yuan with one look too. 

He wanted to let these ants understand that the outside world’s so-called geniuses were nothing at all! 

Let them be filled with even more awe toward the Imperishable Soul Domain! 

Bang! 

Ye Yuan gave a muffled groan. His entire person seemed to have suffered a heavy blow, falling several 

steps back in a row. 

Following that, his soul body also became much dimmer. 

Clearly, the power of this blow was tremendously strong! 

When everyone saw this scene, their expressions changed one after another. 

“So strong! He just casually dealt an attack and it injured Ye Yuan already!” 

“Previously, Qin Shitian even unleashed his sub-origin soul martial and failed to harm Ye Yuan too!” 

“Are the Imperishable Soul Domain’s geniuses all so strong?” 

… … 

Facing the bumpkins with shocked faces, Feng Rui was very pleased with himself. 

It was just that a hint of surprise actually flashed across Cloudneon’s ten-thousand-year-ice-like face. 

Actually, Feng Rui was also shocked in his heart. 

Divine soul attacks and divine soul attacks were different! 

What the Imperishable Soul Domain’s geniuses cultivated were all extremely strong soul path martial 

arts. The power of their divine soul attacks could not be mentioned in the same breadth as the outside 

world at all. 

Furthermore, he was an Emperor Realm powerhouse. How terrifying was the power of his one blow? 



But Ye Yuan actually just moved back several steps? 

Feng Rui was very dissatisfied with this result. 

In his view, this strike could have taken Ye Yuan’s life! 

Ye Yuan’s soul physique was at most just upper-grade yellow rank. “Search our n?wno?el.?rg”Plus, his 

cultivation realm was inferior to him too. Wouldn’t killing him be as easy as flipping over his hand?” 

But Ye Yuan’s toughness had clearly exceeded his expectations. 

“Can’t even block an ordinary divine soul attack, just the likes of you dare to profess to be of the 

Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique too? You probably don’t know how terrifying the Enshrouding Mist Soul 

Physique is, right?” Feng Rui said with a ridiculing look. 

Losing in reality but not losing in disposition; Feng Rui naturally would not admit that Ye Yuan was very 

strong. 

As long as he annihilated him with the next strike, these ‘bumpkins’ would naturally continue to be 

shocked! 

Ye Yuan gave Feng Rui a glance and said coolly, “Young Hegemon Feng, an exalted Emperor Realm 

powerhouse who also cultivated the Imperishable Soul Domain’s supreme martial arts, your divine soul 

attack only has this bit of power? Imperishable Soul Domain’s genius disappoints me greatly!” 

Ye Yuan cultivated the Divine Emergence and naturally knew how powerful the soul race’s mystic arts 

were. 

Although Feng Rui’s divine soul attack was inferior to the moves in Divine Emergence, it was also 

extremely powerful. 

At least, compared to Qin Shitian that sort of rookie, it was no idea how many times stronger! 

How could an attack that could injure his soul body be of an ordinary sort? 

Feng Rui’s pupils constricted, feeling like the cloth that was covering up his embarrassment was pulled 

off. 

Immediately, he turned angry from embarrassment. 

“Heh,?razor-tongued fellow, this young hegemon wants to see how long you can be stubborn until!” 

Feng Rui gave a cold laugh, Emperor Realm soul force erupting. 

The moment he erupted, Feng Rui’s strength was completely manifested. 

This condensed to the extreme soul force made a powerhouse like Great Emperor Eastsun perspire from 

embarrassment too. 

Only to see Feng Rui grip his hand, a punch flying out. The soul force came head-on like the boundless 

sea. 

Even the people outside of the field could feel the force of this punch. 



Forget about True Sovereign Heaven; even if an Emperor Realm powerhouse was here, it would be the 

outcome of the soul disintegrating too! 

“Origin Dipper Force!” 

Feng Rui threw a punch out. Everyone broke into cold sweat for Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan bent the bow and notched the arrow neither too fast nor too slow. 

“Arrow of God Extermination!” 

Cloudneon’s gaze turned intent, her eyes showing even greater surprise. 

With her eyesight, she could naturally tell the extraordinary aspects of this move. 

It was just that, how could an outside world’s ant know such a profound soul path mystic art? 

Presently, Ye Yuan awakened the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique, the power of this Arrow of God 

Extermination was dozens of times stronger than before! 

When this arrow was unleashed, in terms of power, it was not the slightest bit below Emperor Realm 

powerhouses. 

Boom! 

Two formidable soul forces collided together in the air. 

The undulation caused was not the slightest bit weaker than the undulation caused by divine essence! 

The expressions of the powerhouses present changed one after another, incredibly shocked. 

These two people were both too strong! 

One had to know that the showdown of soul force was often silent. 

Even if it caused some fluctuations, that was far from the fluctuations caused by divine essence. 

But these two people’s fight already spurred heaven and earth spiritual energy to wreak havoc. The 

combat power already did not lose to the human race in the least bit. 

However, Ye Yuan gave another muffled groan under this blow and flew out backward. 

This time, his soul body became even dimmer. Clearly, he had suffered even greater injuries. 

However, Feng Rui’s face did not show any joy. He became somewhat angry from embarrassment. 

He had not even forced Ye Yuan’s soul physique form out up till now! 

This was a huge loss in face! 

Sure enough, Ye Yuan stabilized his figure, looking at Feng Rui as he said with a sneer, “The strength of 

Imperishable Soul Domain’s genius is nothing more than this! You can’t even force my soul physique 

form out, and yet, you have the cheek to swagger and bluster in front of everyone too?” 

Nirvana Soul Hall’s powerhouses felt very pleased currently! 



They were pissed off with Feng Rui’s face too but did not dare to speak up despite feeling angry. 

But Ye Yuan used his strength and slapped his face ruthlessly. 

Even if he suffered a loss for both exchanges, he was just True Sovereign Heaven after all! 

An Imperishable Soul Domain’s genius, whose cultivation realm was higher than Ye Yuan, actually could 

not even force Ye Yuan’s soul physique form out. How disgraceful! 

Feng Rui’s face was grim, and he said with a cold snort, “Brat, you forced my hand!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2937: Imperishable! 

This time, Feng Rui was truly enraged. 

In his eyes, the outside world’s so-called geniuses were all trash. 

But now, he could not even take care of a piece of trash! 

Sizzle! 

Five bolts of electricity coiled around Feng Rui’s body, shaking people to the core. 

Eastsun’s eyes shrunk, and he cried out in surprise, “This … Could this be the legendary Innate Five 

Lightning Soul Physique?” 

Cloudneon said coolly, “Precisely so!” 

Eastsun drew a cold breath and said, “Innate five lightnings! Chaos Divine Lightning, Allheaven Divine 

Lightning, Purple Firmament Divine Lightning, Three Pure Ones Divine Lightning, and Lightning Law 

Framework! Any one of them is a lightning that destroys the world! And this Dao of Lightning is 

extremely harmful to our soul race; hence, extremely few people awaken it. I didn’t expect that Young 

Hegemon Feng Rui actually awakened the Innate Five Lightning Soul Physique! Ye Yuan, hurry up and 

stop. Otherwise, it will be hard to guarantee your life!” 

The outside world did not know much about the Imperishable Soul Domain, but the various major hall 

masters were familiar with the data on soul physiques, so as to let them excavate geniuses. 

Therefore, Eastsun knew about this Innate Five Lightning Soul Physique as if enumerating his family’s 

valuables. 

It was precisely because so that he also knew the terror of this soul physique. 

It was already certain without a doubt that Ye Yuan was not of the Imperishable Soul Physique, wouldn’t 

continue to fight be courting death? 

“Heh heh,?didn’t he ask me to come and test his soul physique? Now, he hasn’t even used his soul 

physique. How do I test it?” Feng Rui looked at Ye Yuan, laughing coldly. 

At this time, he was no longer hiding his killing intent. 

Seeing that Feng Rui’s soul physique had such power, Ye Yuan was also slightly fearful in his heart. 
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Even without fighting, he could also feel that Feng Rui’s soul physique was extremely powerful. 

Qin Shitian’s so-called sub-origin soul martial was probably not even enough to carry shoes for Feng Rui. 

Ye Yuan smiled lightly and said, “Imperishable Soul Domain’s Emperor Realm genius even has to display 

his soul physique form when testing a True Sovereign Heaven’s soul physique.?Huhu,?it sounds so 

formidable you bragged about how the Imperishable Soul Domain is, but it’s nothing more than this! 

Showcase your ability; otherwise, I’m scared that you won’t be able to test it at all!” 

Feng Rui’s gaze turned chilly, and he said in a cold voice, “Relax. You’ll die very pleasantly in a while!” 

Swoosh! 

In a blink, Feng Rui’s figure disappeared, his speed being swift to the extreme! 

Lightning rule specialized in speed to begin with, and the soul body displaying movement techniques 

even broke away from the fetters of the fleshy body. 

Even when compared to Ye Yuan’s spatial rule, it was also not far off. 

Ye Yuan only saw a blurry shadow instantly moving in front of him. 

Although Feng Rui was just lower Emperor Cloud Heaven, the gap from Sovereign Realm to Emperor 

Cloud Heaven was not an ordinary kind of big after all! 

“Divine Firmament Thunder God Blade!” 

Only to see a thunder blade fall down, Ye Yuan’s soul body seemed to have been hit by a paralyzing hex. 

Boom! 

Ye Yuan’s soul body directly dissipated, turning into a mass of mist. 

Feng Rui gave a cold laugh, his soul physique instantly disappearing. 

The radius of a thousand feet completely transformed into a sea of lightning, enveloping the mist fully! 

“Allheaven Lightning Sea, Myriad Soul Extermination!” 

In the lightning sea came Feng Rui’s furious roar. 

That cloud of mist rapidly withered away in this sea of lightning! 

When everyone saw this scene, they could not help drawing a cold breath. 

Really too strong! 

Especially this lightning sea, it was simply the jinx of the misty air! 

“It’s over! With this, Ye Yuan is really finished!” 

“Already said, to let him not flaunt his superiority!” 

“Sigh,?it’s really just as Feng Rui said. That bit of pitiful pride is nothing at all!” 



… … 

Looking as Ye Yuan was about to turn to ashes, many people sighed heavily. 

They understood Ye Yuan’s view. In reality, they wanted to struggle too. 

But what use did struggling have? 

Imperishable Soul Domain’s genius was a genius in the end! 

“Hahaha,?foolish guy! This is the outcome of provoking the Imperishable Soul Domain! Dying without a 

burial ground!” In the lightning sea came Feng Rui’s loud laughter. 

This guy whose mouth owed a beating was finally dead! 

Cloudneon’s gaze flickered slightly, finally returning to tranquility. 

She saw through that Ye Yuan’s soul physique was absolutely not just yellow rank. But there was nothing 

to feel regret over either. 

This kind of Pseudo Imperishable Soul Physique, the Imperishable Soul Domain had plenty. 

It did not matter that one died. 

The reason why she was sent here was also to express the importance that the Imperishable Soul 

Domain placed on the Imperishable Soul Physique. 

What if it was really the Imperishable Soul Physique? 

But, looking at it now, it was indeed still a Pseudo Imperishable Soul Physique! 

Soon, Feng Rui put away the lightning sea and reappeared. 

He looked towards Eastsun and said with a disdainful look, “Now, don’t need me to say, you can also tell 

that it’s a Pseudo Imperishable Soul Physique, right? Next time, don’t kick up such a big fuss! These 

countless years, how many amazingly talented people have there been? But which one became 

Ancestor Imperishable? How can the outside world possibly have it if there isn’t any in the Imperishable 

Soul Domain?” 

Eastsun had a depressed look. Ning Lan Nirvana Soul Hall finally managed to produce two peerless 

geniuses. 

In the end, Qin Shitian was killed by Ye Yuan, and Ye Yuan was killed by Feng Rui. 

In the end, he ended up with nothing. 

“Who did you say is Pseudo Imperishable Soul Physique?” 

“I said …” 

Seeing someone questioning him, Feng Rui answered without thinking. 

But, when the words reached the tip of his tongue, he suddenly noticed that something was not right. 



Turning around, he discovered that Ye Yuan was currently standing there perfectly fine. It was as if 

nothing had happened. 

Feng Rui had an expression like he saw a ghost. He had clearly completely destroyed that misty air 

earlier. Why was this guy completely fine? 

A hint of surprise finally flashed across Cloudneon’s beautiful eyes. 

Earlier, she clearly could not detect any aura anymore. But Ye Yuan actually still came back to life! 

This Pseudo Imperishable Soul Physique was a little interesting! 

“You … How can you possibly still be alive?” Feng Rui had an expression like he saw a ghost as he said. 

“Why can’t I be alive? Already said that it’s the Imperishable Soul Physique, why would I die?” Ye Yuan 

said with a light smile. 

In reality, he also thought that he was dead for sure just now. 

That Divine Firmament Thunder God Blade carried a powerful paralyzing effect. 

Feng Rui’s Five Lightning Soul Physique was no ordinary lightning. It carried origin attributes! 

This soul physique that he awakened was similar to the true spirit clan’s innate divine ability in the first 

place, with immense power. 

Under this paralysis, Ye Yuan could not even fight back, directly turning into mist. 

And the power of the Allheaven Divine Lightning sea was even more terrifying. 

There was no gap in the lightning sea at all. 

His misty air was refined bit by bit inside the lightning sea. 

But the miraculous thing was that he did not die. He retained a final trace of spiritual intelligence 

without being extinguished! 

This kind of feeling was rather magical. Ye Yuan felt as if he had returned to his mother’s womb and 

could peek at the entire world. 

When the lightning sea dispersed, an inexplicable power poured into the spiritual intelligence. 

Hence, he returned! 

The entire process was hard to describe. 

But, without a doubt, he indeed did not die! 

This Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique was indeed magical! 

In reality, apart from Hegemon Imperishable, nobody could figure out what the hell the Imperishable 

Soul Physique was. 

Ye Yuan had just awakened it. He naturally could not figure it out either. 



But now, he seemed to have had some discovery. 

This Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique was well-deserving of being called the Imperishable Soul Physique. 

If one did not figure out the situation, even if it was an Emperor Sakra Heaven powerhouse, they might 

not be able to kill him too! 

But at this time, the shock that it brought to Feng Rui was clearly incomparably intense! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2938: This Guy is Too Wicked! 

“This … He didn’t even die with this?” 

“Could it be that what he awakened is really the Imperishable Soul Physique?” 

“This is embarrassing! Feng Rui’s strength is clearly stronger than him, but the stronger he is, the more it 

proves that Ye Yuan has the Imperishable Soul Physique!” 

… … 

In the Nirvana Soul Hall, everyone was shocked. 

They did not know whether or not Ye Yuan was of the Imperishable Soul Physique. 

But, judging from things now, it was at least not some lowly Pseudo Imperishable Soul Physique. 

“Bullsh*t Imperishable Soul Physique! Just the likes of you, this kind of trash, can awaken the 

Imperishable Soul Physique too?” 

Feng Rui’s gaze turned cold. He felt immense humiliation! 

Hence, the Divine Firmament Thunder God Blade was unleashed again! 

Under this Divine Firmament Thunder God Blade, Ye Yuan really did not have any strength to resist. 

Soul physique awakening was just the first step. 

How one cultivated and how one utilized soul physique were the most important thing. 

Similarly having awakened a soul physique, the combat power might be very far off. 

Ye Yuan cultivated the Divine Emergence, but Feng Rui’s strength was absolutely considered within the 

most pinnacle batch among lower Emperor Cloud Heavens. 

His application and cultivation of his soul physique already reached the acme of perfection. 

Even if facing off against middle or even upper Emperor Cloud Heavens, he was not at all inferior too! 

One could tell that Cloudneon indulged Feng Rui a lot. 

To be pampered by such a powerhouse, he naturally had some skill! 

If Ye Yuan crossed Emperor Realm this threshold, he could abuse him however he liked. 

But now, he was indeed not a match! 
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Boom! 

Under the one blade, it directly chopped Ye Yuan into misty air. 

Feng Rui shouted fiercely, “Chaos Divine Lightning, destroying heaven and earth! Exterminate for me!” 

Above the void, lightning flashed, and thunder rumbled! 

This time, Feng Rui’s Chaos Divine Lightning had even more terrifying power than the Allheaven Divine 

Lightning seat previously. 

Places that it passed through, not a blade of grass survived! 

Very soon, the mist was eradicated until not the slightest bit remained. 

Feng Rui’s gaze was cold, looking at his surroundings vigilantly, searching for Ye Yuan’s figure again. 

Seeing that Ye Yuan did not revive, Feng Rui could not help letting out a sigh in relief. 

“Humph!?What rubbish Imperishable Soul Physique! It’s merely that he didn’t die thoroughly enough! If 

you revived again, this young hegemon will kill you again!” Feng Rui said with a cold smile. 

However, in the next second, a cloud of mist appeared several dozen feet in front of him once more, 

condensing into Ye Yuan in the end. 

Feng Rui’s eyes became wide-saucers. 

This guy definitely did it on purpose! 

He waited for him to finish posturing before reviving again to slap his face! 

You … F*ck you! 

“Oh,?is that so? Looks like this time, “Search our n?wn0?el.?rg”I still haven’t died thoroughly enough 

yet! I’ll have to trouble Young Hegemon Feng to kill me once more!” Ye Yuan looked at Feng Rui and said 

with a radiant smile. 

He was already very certain that even if Feng Rui was a hundred times stronger, he could not kill him 

too! 

Ye Yuan did not know whether or not he had the Imperishable Soul Physique, but he knew that his soul 

physique was indeed not easy to kill. 

At least, Feng Rui did not have this ability! 

Ye Yuan even discovered that his revival seemed to be able to borrow the power of heaven and earth 

and would not consume his own soul force. 

It was as if he had fused into one with this world. 

Also, Feng Rui guessed correctly. Ye Yuan deliberately waited for him to posture, then revived. 

Feng Rui only felt his face burn fiery hot. 



He was a genius. He awakened the Innate Five Lightning Soul Physique and succeeded in cultivating the 

five kinds of lightning techniques! 

Furthermore, this five lightning technique placed the soul race immensely in the first place. It was simply 

ever-victorious in the soul race. 

But today, he was being mocked by an ant! 

Feng Rui’s gaze turned chilly, and he said in a cold voice, “You’re asking for it. Don’t blame this young 

hegemon for not showing mercy!” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said with a smile,?“Mn,?an opponent like you is really hard to find! Since you’ve 

delivered yourself to the doorstep, where’s the logic of not using it? Now, I’m also very curious myself, 

where my own limits lie.” 

Feng Rui gave a cold snort, five divine lightnings tearing across the air! 

In an instant, a radius of a thousand feet was fully transformed into a lightning sea. 

It was just that similarly a lightning sea, but the power of the lightning sea that was fused and formed by 

five lightnings was more than ten times stronger! 

Five lightnings interwoven together, continuously reproducing in an endless succession, forming a 

powerful closed loop. 

In this space, he, Feng Rui, was a Hegemon! 

“Five Lightning Execution, destroying myriad worlds!” 

Ye Yuan’s soul body turned to dust virtually without any strength to fight back, and then it was 

completely refined. 

But this time, Feng Rui did not withdraw the lightning sea right away. 

This lightning sea lasted all the way for two hours! 

No matter how formidable Ye Yuan was, it was also impossible to survive! 

Two hours later, Feng Rui recalled the lightning sea somewhat weakly. 

This Five Lightning Execution clearly imposed a considerable burden on him too. 

Sustaining for two hours, even with his Emperor Cloud Heaven soul body, it was somewhat too much for 

him to bear as well. 

However, in order to completely kill Ye Yuan, he went all out! 

Even if he went back and recuperated for a few months, he was willing too! 

A mere ant dared to provoke Feng Rui. Did he really think that he had the Imperishable Soul Physique? 

Even until now, Feng Rui did not believe that Ye Yuan had the Imperishable Soul Physique too. 



He was different from Great Emperor Eastsun and the others. As an Imperishable Soul Domain’s genius, 

he was all too clear how difficult the Imperishable Soul Physique was to awaken. 

This time, Feng Rui was not in a hurry to posture anymore but quietly waited. 

The others did not speak either. They just looked at him in terror like that. 

The combat power that Feng Rui exhibited frightened them badly. 

Lower Emperor Cloud Heaven, this sort of strength was sufficient to sweep away Emperor Cloud 

Heavens in the outside world! 

Even if it was grand completion Emperor Cloud Heaven, in this Five Lightning Execution, there was only a 

road that led to death too! 

Sure enough, the outside world and the Imperishable Soul Domain were two different worlds! 

At this time, the place was silent. 

Everyone was waiting whether or not Ye Yuan would revive again. 

Cloudneon was waiting too! 

Honestly speaking, she was also very curious just how Ye Yuan revived. 

But at this time, she was already very sure that Ye Yuan soul physique was not ordinary. 

Even if it was not the Imperishable Soul Physique, it probably reached heaven rank too! 

She was all too clear about Feng Rui’s strength. 

Not everyone had the qualifications to toy with him! 

One breath, two breaths … 

Very soon, 15 minutes passed. 

Feng Rui just stood there, waiting for a full 15 minutes 

During these 15 minutes, nobody spoke. 

Even if a gust of wind blew past, everyone held their breaths, seeing whether or not it was Ye Yuan who 

revived. 

However, he did not! 

Suddenly Feng Rui raised his head to the sky and said with a loud laughter,?“Hahaha?… Like I said, how 

can a second Imperishable Soul Physique possibly appear in this world? Ye Yuan, don’t you know how to 

revive? Revive for me to see!” 

Not knowing why, Feng Rui actually felt a great sense of accomplishment in being able to kill Ye Yuan. 

He detested this kind of feeling, but his heart could not contain it! 

However, just as he looked up to the sky, a strange atmosphere spread within the place. 



A cloud of misty air appeared again leisurely. 

Everyone looked at Feng Rui with strange expressions. 

“Pfft!”?Many people could not even hold back their laughter. 

Ye Yuan, this fellow, was too wicked! 

He forcibly held it in for 15 minutes without reviving, just waiting for Feng Rui to posture. 

However, it seemed like this feeling of face-slapping was great! 

After all, Ye Yuan came from our Ning Lan Nirvana Soul Hall, no? 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2939: The terrifying Cloudneon! 

The laughter stopped abruptly! 

Because Feng Rui already felt one burning gaze after another. 

The moment he lowered his head, sure enough, he saw that disgusting face appearing in his eyes again! 

This … How was this possible? 

Forget about a True Sovereign Heaven; even if it was an Emperor Vast Heaven, they would be refined in 

his lightning sea without the least bit of resistance too! 

But Ye Yuan was actually completely fine? 

C-Could it be that this guy actually really has the Imperishable Soul Physique? 

Feng Rui jumped in fright at this sudden thought. 

This was impossible! 

Hegemon Imperishable, that was a paramount existence. 

How could an ant possibly awaken the same soul physique as him? 

“Since you want to see me revive so much, I’ll revive again for you to see then,” Ye Yuan looked at Feng 

Rui and said with a radiant smile. 

Feng Rui nearly spewed out a mouthful of old blood! 

This guy was really detestable to the extreme! 

F*ck your sister! Your Father waited 15 minutes for you, and you can really endure! 

“Oh,?right, what other more formidable methods do you have? I feel that I shouldn’t have reached my 

limits yet.” Ye Yuan continued. 

Feng Rui was speechless. 

What else could I say? 
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This guy is definitely doing it on purpose! 

Didn’t you see that Your Father was very weak now? 

Even the Five Lightning Execution could not exterminate Ye Yuan. He was really out of ideas. 

After making a show of force for half a day, he became a complete and utter joke! 

“Alright, let’s end it here! Ye Yuan, are you willing to acknowledge me as your master?” Cloudneon 

looked at Ye Yuan and said calmly. 

“Not willing!” Ye Yuan said without hesitation. 

The expressions of Eastsun and the rest turned stiff, almost jumping up. 

This guy was insane, right? 

“Ye Yuan, Lord Cloudneon is a top powerhouse in the Imperishable Soul Domain. Being able to go under 

her tutelage is your once-in-a-lifetime opportunity!” Eastsun said agitatedly. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “So what? I gave her the chance. It’s her who didn’t cherish it! Since she felt it 

beneath her to care about my life and death, I naturally won’t stoop to going under her tutelage too.” 

Boom! 

Ye Yuan’s soul body directly exploded, turning into nothingness. 

A moment later, Ye Yuan revived. 

Cloudneon opened her mouth and said coolly, “How about now?” 

Ye Yuan’s face turned black, and he said, “You’re dreaming!” 

Boom! 

Ye Yuan’s soul body collapsed again! 

A moment later, Ye Yuan revived again. 

“Then what about now?” Cloudneon opened her mouth for the third time. 

“Fine, I’m willing!” Ye Yuan decided that a wise man should not fight when the odds were against him. 

Actually, Ye Yuan was compelled against his will. 

Because the instant that he merged into heaven and earth, he discovered that Cloudneon had glanced 

at him. 

Just this glance and Ye Yuan immediately decided to acknowledge her as master! 

Very clearly, the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique was not truly invincible! 

At least, this woman had the ability to kill him! 

This woman’s strength was unfathomable. 



Ye Yuan estimated that her strength was likely not beneath Eldest Senior Brother, Li Clearcloud. 

The so-called Hegemon Imperishable was just because his strength was too formidable; hence, nobody 

could kill him. 

How was there true imperishable in this world? 

However, this Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique was clearly really very formidable and still had a lot of 

space for exploration. 

Acknowledging her as a master, everyone was happy. 

The only one who was sulking unhappily was Feng Rui. 

“Senior Apprentice Brother, you have an Imperishable Soul Physique junior apprentice brother, 

shouldn’t you be happy?” Ye Yuan said with a smile. 

Feng Rui “… …” 

“Senior Apprentice Brother, I’m someone who bears grudges a lot!” 

“… …” 

Cloudneon ignored Ye Yuan and said to Eastsun, “This time, Ning Lan Nirvana Soul Hall has rendered 

merit and will be rewarded one soul canon and three sets of mystic arts!” 

Eastsun and the rest were overjoyed, immediately bowing and saying, “Many thanks, Lord Cloudneon!” 

Soul path records were extremely precious things in the outside world. 

Things that came out of Imperishable Soul Domain were naturally not ordinary. 

Ning Lan Nirvana Soul Hall had struck gold! 

… … 

Returning to the Imperishable Soul Domain, Feng Rui went into a closed-seclusion. 

Along the way with Ye Yuan, the scene was very awkward. 

This was an enormous palace complex, akin to the mortal world’s palaces. 

It was just that the scale and grandeur were more than a hundred times compared to the imperial 

palace. 

The Imperishable Soul Domain was the holy land of the Nirvanic Soul Clan. 

Just like the Labyrinth Divine Palace and Blood God Temple, ordinary people were unable to discover its 

true location. 

This large region of space was clearly hewed open by Hegemon major powers with a great divine ability. 

After ordering attendants to leave, there were only Cloudneon and Ye Yuan two people left in the room. 



This ten-thousand-year-ice-like woman had peerlessly beautiful looks, but she gave people a feeling of 

keeping strangers at bay. 

“Speak! What objective do you have for forcibly bringing me to the Imperishable Soul Domain?” Ye Yuan 

said coolly. 

His words did not hold the slightest respect for his master. 

Cloudneon’s face still did not have any fluctuations as she said lightly, “You’re very smart.” 

Thinking about it, she added, “Even smarter than Feng Rui.” 

Ye Yuan said disdainfully, “You’re comparing me to a moron? You’re insulting me!” 

Cloudneon was indifferent and said coolly, “He’s very smart.” 

Ye Yuan said, “Just an idiot who only knows how to cultivate. Use your behind to think, and you’d also 

know that I’m waiting for him to posture. In the end, he really went to posture.” 

Cloudneon was speechless. 

I’m actually at a loss for a reply. 

She knew that what Ye Yuan said was right. 

Feng Rui was indeed a genius. It was just that he was completely focused on cultivation. 

This kind of people, unless they used strength to crush their opponents. 

Otherwise, they could only still be counting money for people after being sold by them. 

“Alright, enough rubbish. I indeed need your help for something.” A rare solemn expression appeared 

on Cloudneon’s face. 

Ye Yuan said, “Go on. I’ve fallen into the devil’s claws now and can only be at your disposal.” 

Cloudneon was speechless again. 

She suddenly discovered that it was somewhat hard to communicate with this person. 

“Progenitor Imperishable is missing!” After a long time, Cloudneon suddenly revealed a piece of earth-

shattering news. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “What has Progenitor Imperishable going missing got to do with me? Wanting 

to worry, it should also be the business of you all, these origin powerhouses, right?” 

He had a smile on his face, but Ye Yuan’s heart was burning with anxiety. 

Because one of the soul race’s three great sacred artifacts, the Purple Ripple Umbrella, was in the hands 

of Hegemon Imperishable. 

This trip to the soul race was actually riddled with difficulties for Ye Yuan. 

It was just that he had to come. 



But who would have expected that even though he racked his brain to come here, what he obtained 

was actually such news? 

Hegemon Imperishable went missing. Didn’t that mean that the Purple Ripple Umbrella also went 

missing along with him? 

Cloudneon looked at Ye Yuan just like that and said coolly, “I don’t care what purpose you came to the 

soul race for. As long as you can help this seat find Hegemon Imperishable, I can spare your life! Also, 

your fetters with your original body can’t be completely severed! Unless you forget your original self’s 

identity and start over!” 

Cloudneon said it calmly and collectedly. Coupled with that peerlessly beautiful face of her, it even gave 

people a feeling of gladdening the heart and pleasing to the eye. 

But Ye Yuan felt a chill run down his spine. 

Turns out that everything about him was seen through by this woman! 

Ye Yuan was firstly shocked, but later, he felt at ease too. 

If his guess was correct, what this woman cultivated was probably the soul race’s sacred canon too! 

Only a sacred canon on the same level could see through his actual situation. 

What she said was right. Ye Yuan cut off the bonds and transformed into a soul denizen. 

But that was not all. 

This soul clone still had to return to the main body in the end. 

If it was completely cut off, that would be another new life. It would no longer have any connections to 

his original self. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2940: Imperishable Inheritance! 

“Even major powers like you all couldn’t find him. So how can I, a mere True Sovereign Heaven, find 

him?” Since he had already been exposed, Ye Yuan naturally could not be bothered to disguise anymore 

as well and said solemnly. 

Cloudneon said coolly, “You don’t think too highly of yourself either. Although according to your 

performance your soul physique shouldn’t be inferior to Feng Rui, in my view, you’re still of the Pseudo 

Imperishable Soul Physique. As for whether or not you can find him, this seat doesn’t know either. But, 

at least you all, these Pseudo Imperishable Soul Physiques, have more hope than us.” 

The moment Ye Yuan heard this, he understood. 

Those who were scouted by the Imperishable Soul Domain were clearly not just him with the Pseudo 

Imperishable Soul Physique. 

Cloudneon, these soul race upper echelons, wanted to try whether or not they could establish a trace of 

connection with Hegemon Imperishable through the Imperishable Soul Physique, thus finding him. 
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Therefore, Cloudneon, this kind of origin realm mighty expert, would personally move out and go to 

Ning Lan Nirvana Soul Hall to fetch him. 

He did not expect that the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique that he accidentally awakened actually had 

such an effect. 

It really saved a lot of trouble. 

Otherwise, even if he awakened a special soul physique, wanting to come into contact with these 

secrets was likely not a matter of one or two days either. 

“Sure, but I have a condition,” Ye Yuan said. 

“You don’t have the qualifications to talk terms. If you don’t agree, this seat will kill you right now,” 

Cloudneon said without the slightest emotion. 

Ye Yuan was speechless. This woman was really impervious to everything! 

This was putting it out there: I want to make use of you; you’d better let me take advantage of you 

properly. 

However, no matter how formidable Cloudneon was, she probably also did not expect that his goal was 

Hegemon Imperishable in the first place, right? 

At this point, he could only take things one step at a time. 

Suddenly, Cloudneon pointed a finger. Ye Yuan only felt a scorching power spreading throughout his 

whole body. 

His entire person became unable to move anymore. 

No idea how long had passed either, Cloudneon withdrew her finger and said coolly, “I’ve already sealed 

your fetter. Unless Progenitor Imperishable is here, no one can see through you. Alright, you cultivate 

here. Tomorrow, we’ll set off and head to the Central Soul Region.” 

Finished saying, she left straight away. 

The Imperishable Soul Domain was huge. It was divided into east, south, west, north, and central, five 

great regions. 

These five great regions were the hubs of the outside world’s continent, each controlling a portion of a 

region. 

Ning Lan Nirvana Soul Hall was under the rule of the East Soul Region. 

Among the five great regions, there were constant disputes. 

But this time, in order to find Hegemon Imperishable, the five great regions had joined hands for the 

first time ever. 

… … 

In some mysterious space in the East Soul Region, the proud Cloudneon bowed to a big and tall man. 



“Lord Wang Ning!” 

Wang Ning turned around and said with a smile, “I heard that you accepted a Pseudo Imperishable Soul 

Physique as a disciple when you went out this time?” 

This kind of thing naturally could not be hidden. 

Cloudneon said, “That’s right. This child is extremely talented and comparable to Feng Rui.” 

Wang Ning was rather surprised as he said, “A Pseudo Imperishable Physique can actually be mentioned 

in the same breath with Feng Rui? Then this time …” 

Cloudneon nodded her head and said, “There’s hope!” 

Wang Ning was overjoyed as he said, “If you say so, then there’s really hope! Previously, there’s 

Progenitor Imperishable holding down the fort. The blood race didn’t dare to act rashly without careful 

consideration. But now, they are already eager to cause trouble! Cloudneon, do you think Progenitor 

Imperishable he …” 

Cloudneon’s eyes flickered slightly, and she said, “Progenitor Imperishable should still be alive, but … his 

situation is likely not very good. In this world, an existence capable of killing Progenitor Imperishable 

probably hasn’t been born yet!” 

Wang Ning nodded and said, “I think so too! Then who do you think did this to Progenitor 

Imperishable?” 

Cloudneon said, “It might be the blood race. It might also be the … Qi Soul Clan, or … they joined forces! 

If it’s the last case, then we … have to be careful! But, if they want to trap Progenitor Imperishable, they 

will definitely pay a huge price too! So for the time being, we’re not in danger. But the night is long and 

fraught with dreams!” 

Wang Ning’s expression turned somber, and he said, “You’re right. This matter can’t be dragged on 

anymore! This time, we have to find Progenitor Imperishable no matter what!” 

… … 

On the next day, Cloudneon brought a group of people and set out for the Central Soul Region. 

Only then did Ye Yuan know why Cloudneon and Feng Rui looked down on him so much. 

Similarly, Pseudo Imperishable Physiques, but there were actually as many as 37! 

Just one East Soul Region gathered so many Pseudo Imperishable Soul Physiques. 

Then, there would probably be over a hundred Pseudo Imperishable Soul Physiques in the entire 

Imperishable Soul Domain. 

So many Pseudo Imperishable Soul Physiques, reckon that the majority of them were all trash soul 

physiques. 

During normal times, these big shots probably did not even have interests in taking a look. 

But now, it was time to use them. 



Beside him, “Please reading on N?WN0V?L.0?G”a youth in a white shirt asked rather 

excitedly,?“Heh,?Brother, you’re of the Pseudo Imperishable Physique too?” 

Ye Yuan thought about it and said, “I’m not, I’m …” 

“You’re the real Imperishable Soul Physique?” The youth in white satirized to his face. 

Ye Yuan was taken aback and said, “How do you know what I was going to say?” 

The youth in white laughed loudly and said, “Everyone here says that they are the real Imperishable Soul 

Physique!” 

The others also started laughing in succession. 

Ye Yuan was speechless and could not help doubting himself. 

Could it be that I’m really of the Pseudo Imperishable Physique? 

The youth in the white shirt said proudly, “However, I’m different from you guys! The Imperishable 

Inheritance this time will definitely belong to me, Bai Cuishan! You all, these people, are merely 

accessories. That’s all!” 

“Oh??How are you different from us?” Ye Yuan asked with a smile. 

Bai Cuishan said proudly, “Because I’ve met Progenitor Imperishable before and obtained his elderly 

self’s guidance before! The Imperishable Inheritance this time was actually opened up specifically for me 

by his elderly self! After I become Progenitor Imperishable’s disciple, I’ll definitely be able to step into 

the realm of Hegemon!” 

With this, everyone was no longer calm. 

Ye Yuan could not resist looking toward Cloudneon. 

But he discovered that Cloudneon had an indifferent look and did not show much. 

Clearly, she had already known about this a long time ago. 

It was just that what Ye Yuan found strange was that these people did not seem to know what opening 

up the Imperishable Inheritance was for. 

Ye Yuan understood this. 

After all, the matter of Hegemon Imperishable’s disappearance was a shocking event. 

Once the information was leaked, the Imperishable Soul Domain would sink into huge panic. 

But why did Cloudneon tell him? 

Could it be that in Cloudmount’s eyes, he had even higher hopes of obtaining the inheritance than Bai 

Cuishan? 

Bai Cuishan talked with a look of exultation. It turned out that he was a descendant of an East Soul 

Region’s major power. Several hundred years ago, Hegemon Imperishable came to find this major 

power and saw Bai Cuishan in passing. 



Seeing that he was of the Pseudo Imperishable Physique, he casually gave a few words of guidance. 

Being able to be advised by Hegemon Imperishable, Bai Cuishan was naturally not some amateur. 

If it was just a trash soul physique, Hegemon Imperishable definitely would not give pointers. 

Giving pointers would be a waste too. 

Sure enough, under Hegemon Imperishable’s guidance, Bai Cuishan’s strength advanced by leaps and 

bounds. Now, he was already an Emperor Realm powerhouse. 

The opening up of the Imperishable Inheritance this time, to these Pseudo Imperishable Physiques, they 

just said that it was in order to deal with the blood race’s invasion and that Hegemon Imperishable 

wanted to accept a disciple. 

Regarding the rest, these people did not know a thing. 

When Bai Cuishan finished talking, Ye Yuan cupped his fists and said, “So that’s how it is! Brother Bai is 

indeed formidable! Looks like this time, we’re really just playing supporting roles!” 


